
HeroDry
Preserve the Planet 
embrace reusable cups

50 °C
Unique drying

Be Earth-friendly. Save 
up to 60% in energy * 
thanks to the innovative 
energy efficient solution 

Dry up to 750 cups/h  
at 50 °C. Make your 
tableware ready to be  
used immediately

Improve operators’ 
efficiency. Provide them 
with an easy-to-use 
appliance

Customizable 
on-site. Designed 
to fit in all working 
spaces

At Electrolux Professional, we are strongly committed to protecting our environment.  
The transition to a greener world has started and HeroDry, the free-standing blower,  
is one of our sustainable solutions.



Go green 
Go for a high performing  
and energy efficient solution 
International directives are aiming more and more at a mandatory reduction 
of single-use consumables. EU Norm 2019/904 requires that EU Member States 
adopt measures aimed to reduce the consumption of certain single-use plastics, 
affecting the food&beverage sector as well.

Reusable cups run out fast during busy times? 
HeroDry is the ideal support in the washing area. 
It permits to dry quickly and perfectly thanks 
to the innovative system of high air temperature 
use. Cut your energy bill and get the best for your 
operators’ working time.

The airflow temperature at 50 °C will make 
your tableware dry at the end of the cycle and 
ready to be used immediately without extra 
manual operation. 

Save time and  
reduce costs 

Hygiene guarantee 

Select the cycle that best  
fits your needs
Suitable for quickly drying all types  
of reusable tableware: glass, ceramic, 
aluminum and even reusable plastic 
tableware.

Create your own solution
Render your washing area forceful and 
faster. Add the HeroDry solution next to 
your Hood Type machine. HeroDry is 
customizable on-site, frontal, left or right 
feeding direction and corner configuration.

*Internal test done in Electrolux Professional R&D Laboratory. Comparison done with the average standard programs common  
in the market vs the eco cycle program by HeroDry.


